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PlayWRITE

we help kids write their success story!

presents

Tips for writing your next play from
the iWRITE Nonprofit Organization!
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STAGES OF WRITING

Prewriting a.k.a. Hatching New Ideas

Writing a.k.a. The Fun Part

Revising or searching for things to fix

Editing a.k.a. Dotting the T’s and Crossing 
the I’s or something like that…
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1. Be selective in the ideas you include. You don’t have to include 
everything that was in your prewriting! Pick your best ideas.  Make sure 
they relate to each other and your topic. 

2. WRITE! WRITE! WRITE!  Don’t stop once you start.  Revising and editing 
come later. Just let the ideas flow. 

3.   Don’t count words.  When the ideas feel complete, you are then ready 
to go to the next stage.

4.  HOLD IT! Before going to the next stage, make sure you have enough 
content to work with. If you feel that you are lacking content, go back to 
your prewriting for more ideas and details. 

Now that it’s time to write, what do we do? Writing, rough draft, rough 
copy, whatever you call it, it’s still the same thing. Get a working copy of 
your paragraph or paper so you have something to work with. 

TIPS WHEN GOING FROM PREWRITING TO WRITING
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PREWRITING OR HATCHING NEW IDEAS
How do I start you may ask? Where do ideas come from? Anywhere. Everywhere. Still no ideas? 
Here are just a few possibilities: A line of dialogue. A title. A character, either fictitious or based on 
someone you’ve met or observed or read about. A historical event. A theme or issue. Anything 
you’ve seen… even what may seem uninteresting like seeing a woman wait for the bus or a 
little boy walking his dog. An object or photograph. Something in the newspaper. Your own 
life or perhaps someone in your family (like that great Uncle Freddie who’s always the life of 
the annual Thanksgiving dinners). Anything you care about and that’s the point. You can’t write 
about something which isn’t in some way really REALLY important to you. If you don’t care about 
the story, who else will? Plays come from experience, imagination, and a knowledge. You’ve 
got all three. Mix them together and write about what you know, deep inside. Plays that work, 
regardless of their genre, style or structure, give the audience a sense of truth. 
 
1. Sources of Inspiration: How do I get ideas in the first place? 

 Magazines/newspapers/periodicals/CD-ROM 

 Conduct an interview based on your topic 

 Media – radio, TV, Internet 

 Personal experiences or interests 

 Film – movies and documentaries 

 Music 

 Visual art – observing or creating 

 Dreams or memories 

 Discussion and brainstorming 

 Role playing 

 Research 

 Imagination 

Check out the prewriting tips!
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2. Tips – What ways can I prewrite? 
 Free writing 
 Journaling 
 Image streaming (imagine yourself in another place or time and describe from a first person 
 point of view 
 List 
 Visualization 
 Brainstorming – individually or as a group 
 Topic or word chart 

 
GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS 

Graphic Organizers are brainstorming webs, mind maps, and other charts that allow you to organize 
your thoughts and ideas. There are many different types to choose from. Pick the one that is best 
suited to your topic. Check out the following websites to learn more. 
http://angelfire.com/wi/writingprocess/specificgos.html
 
Here are a few more prewriting strategy websites: Come Aboard a R.A.F.T – Role, Audience, Format, 
Topic & Strong Verbs https://resourcebank.ca/authoring/974-rafts-roles-audience-format-topic-
strong-verb/view

Descriptive Word Prompters – this will help with description http://www.angelfire.com/ab/
westmounthaiku/describe.html

http://angelfire.com/wi/writingprocess/specificgos.html
https://resourcebank.ca/authoring/974-rafts-roles-audience-format-topic-strong-verb/view
https://resourcebank.ca/authoring/974-rafts-roles-audience-format-topic-strong-verb/view
http://www.angelfire.com/ab/westmounthaiku/describe.html
http://www.angelfire.com/ab/westmounthaiku/describe.html
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IDENTIFYING CHARACTERS
Characters create action in a play by interacting with one another. Plays have main characters and minor 
characters. The playwright tells her or his story through the action and interaction of the main characters. 
A minor character might be the co-star of a particular scene, but main characters create action throughout 
the whole play, from beginning to end. Think of the main characters as the main course of a meal, and the 
minor characters as the side dishes. 
 
Directions: 
For the following movies, list the main characters that create the action by interacting with one another. 
 

CINDERELLA:

BABE: 

TOY STORY:

THE LITTLE MERMAID:

DR.DOOLITTLE:

FROZEN:

YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE: 
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CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT 
 
Developing your Characters before you begin writing can help make the character more real to you. If the 
character is more real to you then it’ll be more real for your audience. Be creative!! Go beyond the basics of 
physical appearance and create your character’s attitude, habits and traits, how the character looks, sounds, 
and smells. Make the character three-dimensional. You will eventually use this character profile to write a 
description for the character page of your play. 

Don’t leave anything out so you create a completely developed character. Imagine your character as ball of 
mush. Your job is to make bones, shape into a skeleton, then put muscle, fat, and skin on top of bone.

Physical (height, weight, skin color, sound, smell, etc.)

Social (hobbies, habits, family, religion, basically anything that has to do with a person and who he/she is in 
society)

Emotional (mental health, attitudes, and all things psychological-happy, mad, sad, insane, selfish, etc.)

Other (anything else that is noteworthy about your character)

Character TIP!
Define each of your characters as a verb and let that verb shape their behavior. For example, a character who 
“hides” may be one who leaves the room in the
middle of a confrontation.
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PLAY POINTERS 

CONFLICT takes place when each character works toward a different goal. Playwrights use conflict 
to tell active stories which we call plays. The most basic form of conflict that a playwright can explore is the 
conflict between characters where only one achieves a victory. 
 

ACTION is best defined as the steps a character takes en route to his/her goal. Action is not the physical 
movement of the play on stage but rather the drama that drives the story. 
 

DIALOGUE is used by a playwright to reveal to the audience the goals of the characters. For dialogue 
to be believeable, it is important to keep in mind how people interact in real life. We tend to use short thoughts 
and ideas which allow our conversations to be flexible. 
 

CHARACTERS are the people who interact in a play. A playwright’s focus is to have the characters 
in the play show the story, not tell the story, to the audience. 
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DIALOGUE
Dialogue is used by a playwright to reveal the goals of the characters to the audience. For dialogue to be 
believable, it is important to keep in mind how people interact in real life. We tend to use short thoughts and 
ideas which allow out conversations to be flexible. 
 
Directions: To learn more about real-world dialogue, take this worksheet, a pad of paper and a pencil and head 
to a place with a lot of people. Great places to try: area malls, restaurants, buses, or school hallways. Find a 
good place to sit, but it has to be a spot where you can still see and hear all the action. Once you are situated, 
observe and listen to what is going on around you. Select some people who look to be having an exciting or 
intriguing conversation and ‘eavesdrop,’ as discreetly as possible, on what is being said. Write down what you 
hear as close to word for as possible. When the conversation ends begin writing your own dialogue where 
they left off. ~This is a great cure for writer’s block.  
 
DIALOGUE 
Character A: 
 
Character B: 
 
Character A: 
 
Character B: 
 
Character A: 
 
Character B: 
 
Character A:. 
 
Character B: 
 
Character A: 
 
Character B: 
 
Character A:  

Character B: 
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Scenarios
A: You are a high-ranking government official.  
B: You are a secret agent receiving a classified assignment. 

 

A: You are the angry parent of a rebellious teenager.  
B: You are a rebellious teenage. You have just listened to a patronizing lecture from your 
parent, who always treats you like you are still a little kid. 

 

A: You are a football coach giving instructions during the final time-out of the biggest game 
of the season.  
B: You are quarterback listening to instructions from the coach during the final time-out of the 
biggest game of the season. 

 

A: You are a chemistry teacher explaining an experiment to a student.  
B: You are a chemistry student. Your teacher has just explained a complicated experiment. You 
understand some of the instructions, but are very confused about how to do another part of 
the experiment. 

SUBTEXT
A playwright’s focus is to have the characters in the play SHOW the story, not tell the story, to the audience. 
You can “Show the Story” with subtext. Subtext is your characters’ unspoken communication. Characters 
communicate through gestures, tone of voice, body language, facial expression, even physical appearance. 
These are all part of the play’s subtext. Practice using subtext by doing this exercise with your friends or family. 
 
Directions: You and a friend will each assume a character role (Character A and Character B). You each will then 
read a simple line of dialogue in a fashion which helps to convey your situation to the audience. Do this aloud 
and have your friends or family try and guess the situation and/or relationship between the 2 characters. 
Remember to use your body language, tone of voice, facial expression, etc. to communicate with the 
“audience.” 

Dialogue

Character A: So that is what I want you to do. Do you understand?  

Character B: Yes. I think I do. 
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THEATRICAL TERMS 

ACT A major division in the action of a play. The ends of acts are typically indicated by lowering the curtain 

or turning up the houselights. Playwrights frequently employ acts to accommodate changes in time, setting, 
characters onstage, or mood. In many full-length plays, acts are further divided into scenes, which often mark 
a point in the action when the location changes or when a new character enters. See also scene. 

ACTING AREA That area within the performance space within which the actor may move in full view 
of the audience. 

ASIDE In drama, a speech directed to the audience that supposedly is not audible to the other characters 
onstage at the time. When Hamlet first appears onstage, for example, his aside “A little more than kin, and less 
than kind!” gives the audience a strong sense of his alienation from King Claudius. See also soliloquy. 

AUDITION Process where the director or casting director of a production asks actors / actresses / 
performers to show him/her what they can do. Sometimes very nerve-wracking, but auditions can be a fairly 
painless process if handled properly. Performers are often asked to memorize a monologue from a play they 
like to perform for the director. Books full of suggested monologues are available. You may be asked to do a 
“Cold Reading” which tests your own response to a piece of text you’ve not prepared. 

BLACK BOX A kind of studio theatre where the audience and actors are in the same room, surrounded 
by black tabs (curtains). Doesn’t necessarily describe the audience layout. 

BLACKOUT / BO / B.O. Complete absence of stage lighting. Blue working lights backstage 
should remain on and are not usually under the control of the board, except during a Dead Blackout (DBO), 
when there is no onstage light. Exit signs and other emergency lighting must remain on at all times. 

BLOCKING The process of arranging moves to be made by the actors during the play, recorded by 
stage management in the prompt script. Positions at the start of scenes are noted, as are all movements 
around the stage (using terms such as “Gardener X DSL” meaning the Gardener crosses to downstage left.) 

BREAK A LEG A superstitious and widely accepted alternative to “Good Luck” (which is considered 

bad luck). 

CALL 
1.  A notification of a working session (e.g. a Rehearsal Call)  
2.  The period of time to which the above call refers. (e.g. “Your call for tomorrow night’s show is 6.55pm”)  
3.  A request for an actor to come to the stage because an entrance is imminent (these are courtesy calls 
and should not be relied on by actors - e.g. “This is your call for the finale Mr Smith and Miss Jones”)  4) An 
acknowledgement of applause (e.g. Curtain Call)  5) The DSM or Deputy Stage Manager on the book is said to 
be “calling the cues”. 

CAST The members of the acting company. 
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CHARACTER  A character is a person presented in a dramatic or narrative work, and characterization 
is the process by which a writer makes that character seem real to the reader. A hero or heroine, often called 
the protagonist, is the central character who engages the reader’s interest and empathy. The antagonist is the 
character, force, or collection of forces that stands directly opposed to the protagonist and gives rise to the 
conflict of the story. A static character does not change throughout the work, and the reader’s knowledge of that 
character does not grow, whereas a dynamic character undergoes some kind of change because of the action 
in the plot. A flat character embodies one or two qualities, ideas, or traits that can be readily described in a brief 
summary. They are not psychologically complex characters and therefore are readily accessible to readers. Some 
flat characters are recognized as stock characters; they embody stereotypes such as the “dumb blonde” or the 
“mean stepfather.” They become types rather than individuals. Round characters are more complex than flat or 
stock characters, and often display the inconsistencies and internal conflicts found in most real people. They are 
more fully developed, and therefore are harder to summarize. Authors have two major methods of presenting 
characters: showing and telling. Showing allows the author to present a character talking and acting, and lets 
the reader infer what kind of person the character is. In telling, the author intervenes to describe and sometimes 
evaluate the character for the reader. Characters can be convincing whether they are presented by showing or 
by telling, as long as their actions are motivated. Motivated action by the characters occurs when the reader or 
audience is offered reasons for how the characters behave, what they say, and the decisions they make. Plausible 
action is action by a character in a story that seems reasonable, given the motivations presented. See also plot. 

CHORUS In Greek tragedies (especially those of Aeschylus and Sophocles), a group of people who 
serve mainly as commentators on the characters and events. They add to the audience’s understanding of the 
play by expressing traditional moral, religious, and social attitudes. The role of the chorus in dramatic works 
evolved through the sixteenth century, and the chorus occasionally is still used by modern playwrights such 
as T. S. Eliot in Murder in the Cathedral. See also drama. 

CLIMAX See plot. 

CLOSET DRAMA A play that is written to be read rather than performed onstage. In this kind of 
drama, literary art outweighs all other considerations. See also drama. 

COMEDY A work intended to interest, involve, and amuse the reader or audience, in which no terrible 
disaster occurs and that ends happily for the main characters. High comedy refers to verbal wit, such as puns, 
whereas low comedy is generally associated with physical action and is less intellectual. Romantic comedy 
involves a love affair that meets with various obstacles (like disapproving parents, mistaken identities, 
deceptions, or other sorts of misunderstandings) but overcomes them to end in a blissful union. Shakespeare’s 
comedies, such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream, are considered romantic comedies. 

COMIC RELIEF A humorous scene or incident that alleviates tension in an otherwise serious work. 
In many instances these moments enhance the thematic significance of the story in addition to providing 
laughter. When Hamlet jokes with the gravediggers we laugh, but something hauntingly serious about the 
humor also intensifies our more serious emotions. CONFLICT The struggle within the plot between opposing 
forces. The protagonist engages in the conflict with the antagonist, which may take the form of a character, 
society, nature, or an aspect of the protagonist’s personality. See also character, plot. 

CUE The command given to technical departments to carry out a particular operation.  

CUE TO CUE Cutting out action and dialogue between cues during a technical rehearsal, to save time. 
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CURTAIN CALL At the end of a performance, the acknowledgment of applause by actors - the bows. 

DARK A venue that has been closed to the public. Some theatres go dark temporarily during production 
periods, when the next show is in preparation on stage. 

DIALOGUE The spoken text of a play - conversations between characters is dialogue. The verbal 
exchanges between characters. Dialogue makes the characters seem real to the reader or audience by 
revealing firsthand their thoughts, responses, and emotional states.  

DIRECTOR There are many types of director. Broadly, the role involves being responsible for the overall 
artistic vision of a production. ARTISTIC DIRECTOR - Normally in charge of the programming of a venue. May 
also direct shows. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - Manager in charge of the administration of a venue. TECHNICAL 
DIRECTOR - In charge of the technical requirements of a production.  

DOWNSTAGE 
1.  The part of the stage nearest to the audience (the lowest part of a raked stage).  
2.  A movement towards the audience (in a proscenium theatre). 

DRAMA Derived from the Greek word dram, meaning “to do” or “to perform,” the term drama may refer to a 
single play, a group of plays (“Jacobean drama”), or to all plays (“world drama”). Drama is designed for performance 
in a theater; actors take on the roles of characters, perform indicated actions, and speak the dialogue written in 
the script. Play is a general term for a work of dramatic literature, and a playwright is a writer who makes plays. 

DRAMATIC IRONY See irony. DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE A type of lyric poem in which a character 
(the speaker) addresses a distinct but silent audience imagined to be present in the poem in such a way as to 
reveal a dramatic situation and, often unintentionally, some aspect of his or her temperament or personality.  

DRESS REHEARSAL 
A full rehearsal, with all technical elements brought together. The performance as it will be “on the night”. 

FARCE A form of humor based on exaggerated, improbable incongruities. Farce involves rapid shifts in 
action and emotion, as well as slapstick comedy and extravagant dialogue. Malvolio, in Shakespeare’s Twelfth 
Night, is a farcical character. 

FORESHADOWING The introduction early in a story of verbal and dramatic hints that suggest 
what is to come later. 

GREEN ROOM Room close to the stage (i.e. the green) for the actors to meet and relax. 

HOUSE 
1.  The audience (e.g. “How big is the house tonight ?”)  
2.  The auditorium (e.g. “The house is now open, please do not cross the stage”) 

IN THE ROUND Form of audience seating layout where the acting area is enclosed on all sides by 
seating. There are often a number of entrances through the seating. Special consideration needs to be given 
to onstage furniture and scenery as audience sightlines can easily be blocked.  
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IRONY A literary device that uses contradictory statements or situations to reveal a reality different from 
what appears to be true. It is ironic for a firehouse to burn down, or for a police station to be burglarized. 
Verbal irony is a figure of speech that occurs when a person says one thing but means the opposite. Sarcasm 
is a strong form of verbal irony that is calculated to hurt someone through, for example, false praise. Dramatic 
irony creates a discrepancy between what a character believes or says and what the reader or audience 
member knows to be true. Tragic irony is a form of dramatic irony found in tragedies such as Oedipus the King, 
in which Oedipus searches for the person responsible for the plague that ravishes his city and ironically ends 
up hunting himself. Situational irony exists when there is a problem between what is expected to happen and 
what actually happens due to forces beyond human comprehension or control. Cosmic irony occurs when a 
writer uses God, destiny, or fate to dash the hopes and expectations of a character or of humankind in general. 
In cosmic irony, a discrepancy exists between what a character aspires to and what universal forces provide.  

LINE A sequence of words printed as a separate entity on the page. 

NARRATOR The voice of the person telling the story, not to be confused with the author’s voice. With a 
first-person narrator, the I in the story presents the point of view of only one character. The reader is restricted 
to the perceptions, thoughts, and feelings of that single character. First-person narrators can play either a 
major or a minor role in the story they are telling. An unreliable narrator reveals an interpretation of events 
that is somehow different from the author’s own interpretation of those events. Often, the unreliable narrator’s 
perception of plot, characters, and setting becomes the actual subject of the story. Narrators can be unreliable 
for a number of reasons: they might lack self-knowledge, they might be inexperienced, they might even be 
insane. Naive narrators are usually characterized by youthful innocence, such as Mark Twain’s Huck Finn or J. 
D. Salinger’s Holden Caulfield. An omniscient narrator is an all-knowing narrator who is not a character in the 
story and who can move from place to place and pass back and forth through time, slipping into and out of 
characters as no human being possibly could in real life.  

ONE-ACT PLAY A play that takes place in a single location and unfolds as one continuous action. 
The characters in a one-act play are presented economically and the action is sharply focused. See also drama. 

PARODY A humorous imitation of another, usually serious, work. It can take any fixed or open form, 
because parodists imitate the tone, language, and shape of the original in order to deflate the subject matter, 
making the original work seem absurd. PLOT An author’s selection and arrangement of incidents in a story 
to shape the action and give the story a particular focus. Discussions of plot include not just what happens, 
but also how and why things happen the way they do. Stories that are written in a pyramidal pattern divide 
the plot into three essential parts. The first part is the rising action, in which complication creates some sort 
of conflict for the protagonist. The second part is the climax, the moment of greatest emotional tension in 
a narrative, usually marking a turning point in the plot at which the rising action reverses to become the 
falling action. The third part, the falling action (or resolution) is characterized by diminishing tensions and 
the resolution of the plot’s conflicts and complications. In medias res is a term used to describe the common 
strategy of beginning a story in the middle of the action. In this type of plot, we enter the story on the verge 
of some important moment.  

PRESET 
1.  Anything in position before the beginning of a scene or act (e.g. Props placed on stage before the 
performance, lighting state on stage as the audience are entering.)  
2.  An independently controllable section of a manual lighting board which allows the setting up of a lighting 
state before it is needed. Each preset has a master fader which selects the maximum level of dimmers controlled 
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by that preset. PROBLEM PLAY Popularized by Henrik Ibsen, a problem play is a type of drama that presents a 
social issue in order to awaken the audience to it. These plays usually reject romantic plots in favor of holding 
up a mirror that reflects not simply what the audience wants to see but what the playwright sees in them. 
Often, a problem play will propose a solution to the problem that does not coincide with prevailing opinion. 
The term is also used to refer to certain Shakespeare plays that do not fit the categories of tragedy, comedy, 
or romance. See also drama. 

PROLOGUE The opening speech or dialogue of a play, especially a classic Greek play, that usually 
gives the exposition necessary to follow the subsequent action. Today the term also refers to the introduction 
to any literary work. See also drama. RAKED STAGE A sloping stage which is raised at the back (upstage) end. 
All theatres used to be built with raked stages as a matter of course. Today, the stage is often left flat and the 
auditorium is raked to improve the view of the stage from all seats.  

RUN 
1.  A sequence of performances of the same production. (e.g. “How long is the run of this show?” or “This show 
runs for two weeks”) 
2.  A rehearsal of the whole show or a section of it (e.g. “This afternoon’s rehearsal will be a run of Act II 
followed by notes”). Run-throughs early in the rehearsal schedule are sometimes known as staggers as actors 
are unsure of their lines. SATIRE The literary art of ridiculing a folly or vice in order to expose or correct it. 
The object of satire is usually some human frailty; people, institutions, ideas, and things are all fair game for 
satirists. Satire evokes attitudes of amusement, contempt, scorn, or indignation toward its faulty subject in the 
hope of somehow improving it. See also irony, parody. SCENE In drama, a scene is a subdivision of an act. In 
modern plays, scenes usually consist of units of action in which there are no changes in the setting or breaks in 
the continuity of time. According to traditional conventions, a scene changes when the location of the action 
shifts or when a new character enters. See also act, drama. 

SCRIPT  The written text of a play, which includes the dialogue between characters, stage directions, and 
often other expository information. See also drama, prologue, stage directions. 

SETTING The physical and social context in which the action of a story occurs. The major elements of 
setting are the time, the place, and the social environment that frames the characters. Setting can be used 
to evoke a mood or atmosphere that will prepare the reader for what is to come. SOLILOQUY A dramatic 
convention by means of which a character, alone onstage, utters his or her thoughts aloud. Playwrights use 
soliloquies as a convenient way to inform the audience about a character’s motivations and state of mind. 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet delivers perhaps the best known of all soliloquies, which begins: “To be or not to be.” 
STAGE DIRECTIONS A playwright’s written instructions about how the actors are to move and behave in a play. 
They explain in which direction characters should move, what facial expressions they should assume, and so 
on. See also drama, script. 

STAGE LEFT / RIGHT Left/ Right as seen from the Actor’s point of view on stage. (ie Stage Left is 
the right side of the stage when looking from the auditorium.)  

SUBPLOT The secondary action of a story, complete and interesting in its own right, that reinforces or 
contrasts with the main plot. There may be more than one subplot, and sometimes as many as three, four, or 
even more, running through a piece of fiction. Subplots are generally either analogous to the main plot, thereby 
enhancing our understanding of it, or extraneous to the main plot, to provide relief from it. See also plot. 
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TECH 
1.  Short for Technical Rehearsal. (e.g. “The Tech took 14 hours”) 
2.  A member of (amateur) crew (“I’m the lighting tech for this show”) 

TECHNICAL REHEARSAL Usually the first time the show is rehearsed in the venue, with 
lighting, scenery and sound. Costumes are sometimes used where they may cause technical problems (e.g. 
Quick changes). Often a very lengthy process. Often abbreviated to the Tech. A DRY TECH is without actors to 
rehearse the integration of lighting, scenic changes etc. It follows that a WET TECH is a full technical rehearsal 
with actors and all technical elements, although this term isn’t used as often as DRY TECH. 

TRAGEDY A story that presents courageous individuals who confront powerful forces within or outside 
themselves with a dignity that reveals the breadth and depth of the human spirit in the face of failure, defeat, 
and even death. Tragedies recount an individual’s downfall; they usually begin high and end low. Shakespeare 
is known for his tragedies, including Macbeth, King Lear, Othello, and Hamlet. The revenge tragedy is a well-
established type of drama that can be traced back to Greek and Roman plays. Revenge tragedies basically 
consist of a murder that has to be avenged by a relative of the victim. A tragic flaw is an error or defect in 
the tragic hero that leads to his downfall, such as greed, pride, or ambition. This flaw may be a result of bad 
character, bad judgment, an inherited weakness, or any other defect of character. Tragic irony is a form of 
dramatic irony found in tragedies such as Oedipus the King, in which Oedipus ironically ends up hunting 
himself. See also comedy, drama. 

TRAGICOMEDY A type of drama that combines certain elements of both tragedy and comedy. The 
play’s plot tends to be serious, leading to a terrible catastrophe, until an unexpected turn in events leads to a 
reversal of circumstance, and the story ends happily. Tragicomedy often employs a romantic, fast-moving plot 
dealing with love, jealousy, disguises, treachery, intrigue, and surprises, all moving toward a melodramatic 
resolution. Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice is a tragicomedy. See also comedy, drama, tragedy. 

UPSTAGE 
1.  The part of the stage furthest from the audience.  
2.  When an actor moves upstage of another and causes the victim to turn away from the audience he is 
“upstaging”. Also, an actor drawing attention to himself away from the main action (by moving around, or 
over-reacting to onstage events) is upstaging.  VISUAL CUE A cue taken by a technician from the action on 
stage rather than being cued by the stage manager. Often abbreviated to “Vis”. 

WINGS 
1.  The out of view areas to the sides of the acting area. 
2.  Scenery standing where the acting area joins these technical areas. 

WELL-MADE PLAY A realistic style of play that employs conventions including plenty of suspense 
created by meticulous plotting. Well-made plays are tightly and logically constructed, and lead to a logical 
resolution that is favorable to the protagonist. See also character, plot. 
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